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Overview

The European Union was designed in order to bring stability and progress.

The implementation, however, created instability and poverty that not many analysts can
or wish to explain.

Throughout the centuries, we faced similar patterns of unionism periods and the
consequences were extremely painful for individuals, organizations, even countries, in the
end.

This masterclass is designed in order to explain why monetary unions are created, why
they last just for a short term and why when they collapse nobody wants to discuss the
matter.

As a second goal, we investigate why national policies must be ready to stabilize the
transition and how the stakeholders can adjust their interests and position.

Goals

1. Understand how and when Monetary Unions are created

2. Latin Monetary Union, the design and dissolution

3. Explain stability and instability within a country

4. Explain stability and instability within a Union

5. Separate design from implementation

6. Separate the interests of the different stakeholders

7. Red flags during normality and boom periods ; how we notice that stability creates
instability ; incompetence and mismanagement vs fraud

8. Case study - Developing  the strategies to diversify after you leave the madness
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Specifications - Resources - Cases
This Masterclass is designed based on the Continuous Professional Development Cycle.

-the people involved-

The EU citizens

The European Commission members

The European parliament members

The citizens of USA

The citizens of Africa

-the cases-

The Hyman Minsky approach

The Joseph Stiglitz appoach

Instability in Spain

Instability in Portugal

Instability in Italy

Instability in Greece

Instability in Cyprus

Instability in Turkey

Pegged phenomena

-the countries-

The EU members

The USA model

Examples from African models
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The Masterclass design

This Masterclass is designed in order to present facts throughout the centuries, based on
existing resources , in a one-day presentation.

In a second step, upon request, it can be redesigned (customized)  in order to include
specific cases, in detail, based on the special interests of the trade, audit and legal industry.

Milestones

I. Understand the national economy pattern vs the union policies
When a problem occurs, who could be the solution

II. Evaluate and diversify our choices
How we could evaluate faster that something is functional or not

III. Design the next step
How we could make a more sustainable model
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About the trainer

Nicos Rafidhias ( LinkedIn ) was born in Nicosia, Cyprus.

Involved in stock market companies evaluation at the age of thirteen and continued in the
real estate sector 9 years later. In recent years, he additionally analyzed several patterns of
the FOREX and Crypto markets.

Analyzed and investigated several business cases both in Cyprus and Greece so he found a
pattern of similarities on BOOM and BUST periods, both in organizations and countries.

Had extended investigation for EU funds mismanagement, explaining the rise and fall of
Monetary Unions, the BREXIT phenomena in each previous case, the involvement of the
audit organizations and their performance during the investigation.

He is the founder of Ofis Education Services Limited.

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/nicos-rafidhias-69142222
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Contact us

Phone / sms :

0044-78-18519205

0044-79-02571244

Email:

courses@ofiseducation.co.uk

traininginfo@ofiseducation.co.uk

Ofis Education Services Limited
Registered in England and Wales
2, Frederick street, Kings Cross, London
London, WC1X 0ND

Disclaimer :
The above material is designed in order to provide information regarding a specific pattern of
fraud practices.
Previous cases that are shown, explained or analyzed, as occurred,  are not necessarily copied
or/and identified as copied models currently (or in the future..) in the same way and practice.
Ofis Education Services Limited provides the above information for education purposes only.
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